VEI:
Volcanic Explosivity Index (VEI) of eruptive activity that affected an airport, generally taken from the Smithsonian Institution's online global volcanism database which can be queried at http://www.volcano.si.edu/ Volcano: Name of volcano that caused the airport incident (source volcano) Type of hazard at airport -AF, ashfall; AA, airborne ash; PF, pyroclastic flow; LF, lava flow; EX, phreatic or magmatic explosion; GD, ground deformation (inflation, subsidence, faulting).
Days closed: Number of days (if known) an airport may have been closed
References: Data references
Database Updates
This report, published only as an online document, will be updated in future years. The compilation for the years 1944 through 2006 is identified in the report title as version 1.0. In future updates, the Open-File Report number will remain the same, while the version number will change to indicate the revised time period for which data is compiled. If any reader knows of inaccuracies in the data or has additional data and information to contribute, please contact the first author at guffanti@usgs.gov.
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This work was supported by the USGS Volcano Hazards Program. Chris Newhall and Steve Brantley provided helpful reviews of this report. We thank the following people for providing data and fact-checking entries: Mauro Coltelli, John Ewert, Chris Harpel, Charles Holliday, Tony Hurst, David Innes, Tina Neal, Herman Patia, Brad Scott, Sally Kuhn Sennert, Rod Stewart, and Grace Swanson. -6.2 1991AP-6.1 1991AP-5.5 1991AP-5.4 1991AP-5.3 1991AP-5.2 1991AP-5.1 1991AP-4.1 1991AP-3.7 1991AP-3.6 1991AP-3.5 1991AP-3.4 1991AP-3.3 1991AP-3.2 1991AP-3 Comment 2-3 mm ashfall; AP closed several days, some carriers continued operations <1 mm ashfall; no closure; flight cancellations eruption occurred during Open House celebration, 92nd Bombardment Wing "paralyzed for 1 month" 0.5-1 cm ashfall; AP closed 3 days 7-9 cm ashfall; AP closed 15 days 0.5-1 cm ashfall; AP closed 7 days 1 cm ashfall; AP closed 7 days 1-2 cm ashfall; AP closed several days trace amount ashfall; AP closed 1 day? trace amount ashfall; no closure, some cancellations 3 mm ash; reduced visibility; AP closed <1 day <10 mm ashfall; AP closed 1 day few mm ashfall; flights re-routed to Panama or Limon phreatic explosion blew crater in tarmac; runways repeatedly cut by faults before and since 1957 3-6 mm ashfall; military airfield closed 4-7 days 3-6 mm ashfall; military airfield closed 4-7 days 3-6 mm ashfall; AP closed closed 4-7 days 1-2 mm ashfall; airfield closed first instance of damage from an eruption to modern aircraft and facilities; 88 US military planes damaged
